5.10. **Evolutionary Zoology workshop** ("Mohelno III"; 4.10.–6.10.) - Seminar canceled

12.10. **Erik Meijaard** (*University of Kent*) When to rescue orangutans, and other conservation dilemmas. (*together with Department of Ecology, Velká zoologická posluchárna/Large zoology lecture hall*)

19.10. **Presentations of new Msc/PhD students and postdocs**: Zuzana Halenková, Kateřina Černá, Jan Náhlovský (*classroom no. 311*)

26.10. **Richard Meisel** (*Department of Biology and Biochemistry, University of Houston*) Polygenic Sex Determination in Natural Populations: Ecology and the Evolution of Development (*together with Department of Ecology, online seminar via zoom*)

2.11. **Zuzana Hiadolovská** (*Laboratory of Mammalian Evolutionary Genetics, Institute of Animal Physiology and Genetics, CAS*) Troubles with relatives: Gene families in house mouse and what is interesting about them. (*classroom no. 311*)

9.11. **Zuzana Musilová** (*Department of zoology, Faculty of Science, Charles University*) - Deep-sea fishes and their extraordinary visual adaptations. (*together with department of Ecology, Velká zoologická posluchárna/Large zoology lecture hall*)

16.11. **Stanislaw Bury** (*Department of Comparative Anatomy, Jagiellonian University*). Ecological and comparative glimpse on digestive physiology of snakes. (*together with Ethology/Ecology group, Velká zoologická posluchárna/Large zoology lecture hall*)

23.11. **Steven Fiddaman** (*University of Oxford*) Evolution of toll-like receptors in penguins (tentative title; together with Department of Cell Biology, classroom and time will be specified).

30.11. **UNCE** (UNiversity Centre of Excellence) presentations (*joint seminar – Krajina’s lecture hall, Benátská 2*)

*Lenka Procházková* (Dept. of Ecology): Life in melting mountain snow and glaciers: ecology and phylogeny of microalgae

*Věra Opatová* (Dept. of Zoology): Evolution and diversification mechanisms in mygalomorph spiders

*Jan Hošek* (Centre for Theoretical Studies): Late Pleistocene geo-environmental dynamics in Central Europe

7.12. **Presentations of Animal Evolutionary Biology group members** - . (*joint seminar – Velká zoologická posluchárna/Large zoology lecture hall*)

13.12. **Christmas seminar** - „Vakovlk“ (*joint seminar – Velká zoologická posluchárna/Large zoology lecture hall*)

21.12. Seminar canceled

11.1. **Poster session** (Presentations of 2nd year Msc projects, together with Department of ecology).